webMAX PRO

Secure and efficient connection to the central SECOM system

Manage your securities transactions with webMAX PRO, which offers comprehensive functionalities to ensure secure and efficient real-time settlement. Get access to a wide range of SIX SIS services to optimize your business.

Real-time instructions and queries
webMAX PRO makes it possible to execute instructions and issue queries in real time. Issued orders are immediately confirmed by SECOM via status intimations and you can also query the SECOM database directly at any time with webMAX PRO.

Secure connection to SECOM
Communication is guaranteed thanks to the SASS system and HSM from Securosys. This ensures that messages are securely and accurately transmitted in the value chain of the Swiss financial market infrastructure.

webMAX PRO Gateway
The additional webMAX PRO Gateway add-on also offers a computer/computer link function, which offers an even higher transaction volume and can process more than 1,000,000 transactions per day. Clients can also connect directly to the SIC and euroSIC system and process their instructions quickly and securely via the SIC system. The webMAX PRO Gateway also offers functionalities which support the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and MQ Series.

Benefits of webMAX PRO:
- Ideal for clients with medium to large transaction volumes
- Automatic import/export function to a client-side in-house system
- VPN connection with guaranteed service level
- Continual maintenance of technical components, which ensures the maximum level of security
- Support of latest technologies for future-oriented development
- Support and maintenance updates included in the monthly fee
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